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ABSTRACT 

This paper shows modelling developed during the first 

year of the SmartNet project. In particular, it presents a 

mathematical model for aggregation of curtailable gener-

ation and sheddable loads. The model determines the 

quantity and the cost of the flexibility provided by the flex-

ible resources based on their physical and dynamic behav-

iours. The model also proposes a bidding strategy in order 

to translate the aggregated behaviour into market bids. 

INTRODUCTION 

Setting the 2020 climate and energy targets in 2007 was an 

important milestone, indicating a paradigm shift for the 

European power industry. Massive efforts were made to 

promote an accelerated integration of renewable energy 

sources (RES) in Europe. RES, i.e. wind and solar power, 

have become a significant part of the European energy 

mix. However, the variable nature of these has created a 

growing necessity for ancillary services in order to main-

tain security of the power supply. 

This paper outlines modelling developed in the first phase 

of the Horizon 2020 project SmartNet (http://smartnet-

project.eu/) which investigates different architectures for 

optimized interaction between Transmission and Distribu-

tion System Operators (TSO/DSO) in managing the ex-

change of information for monitoring and for the acquisi-

tion of ancillary services (reserve and balancing, voltage 

regulation, congestion management), both at a national 

level and in a cross-border context. Market-based acquisi-

tion of resources for provision of ancillary services from 

the distribution level requires new and efficient techniques 

for aggregation of flexible loads and generation. This al-

lows combining flexible resources from multiple sources 

and rapid generation of bids tradable on the market. An 

overview of the SmartNet project and the achieved results 

is presented in [1]. 

This paper addresses aggregation algorithms for flexible 

loads and generation, specifically focusing on the combi-

nation of sheddable loads and curtailable generation into a 

unified flexibility model. A piecewise constant bid func-

tion is constructed for a single unified device, which is then 

aggregated using horizontal summation, and submitted to 

the SmartNet market, for which it is  assumed that day-

ahead (and also intra-day) markets have already been 

traded. 

Curtailable generation 

In this model, curtailment can be defined as an instance, 

when a generation unit produces less than it could. Curtail-

ment can be voluntary or involuntary, as for example en-

forced by a TSO/DSO, and common reasons for curtail-

ment include network constraints, operational security, ex-

cess generation with respect to the grid load, and strategic 

bidding related to the potential price manipulations [2]. 

The availability of wind does not only influence when 

power can be generated, but also the ability to adjust the 

generated output [3]. The same can be applied to solar pho-

tovoltaic (PV) generation. PV generation provides possi-

bilities to full or partial down-regulation by reducing the 

volume of injected electricity. Down-regulation is also 

used for wind power. By controlling the pitch of the wind 

turbine blades, the power output can be curtailed partially. 

In addition, there are test projects [4] studying the possi-

bility for using wind power for upward-regulation. The 

market design considered in the SmartNet project is for 

nearly real-time operation, and therefore it is reasonable to 

assume that wind power can be used for both up- and 

down-regulation. The flexibility levels submitted by wind 

and PV generation should correspond to the available gen-

eration potential at a given time. 

Due to the absence of fuel costs, generation costs for PV 

and wind power consist of the variable Operation and 

Maintenance (O&M) costs. These can vary from close to 

zero (PV systems without tracking) to higher values. Ad-

ditionally, in order to increase the share of RES, several 

subsidies have been introduced. The most common form 

of subsidies in Europe today are fixed feed-in tariffs, while 

some other countries practice Green Certificates as another 

form of subsidies. Detailed description and evaluation of 

different support schemes for RES are explained in [5]. 

Ramping constraints limit the rate at which the generation 

output can be changed, and are due to technical limitations 

of the particular technology. Typically, the provision of an-

cillary services stipulates technical requirements that may 

include ramping rates, and therefore impose limitations on 

what type of resources can bid for participating in their 

provision. The ramping constraints can also vary accord-

ing to type and scale of the generator. 

Sheddable loads 

In this paper, only loads that can be shed without rebound 

effects are considered. This means that the energy that has 
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been shed does not have to be considered as an increase of 

demand at some time later. An example of a load with a 

rebound effect is the heating of a swimming pool. Once 

power has been cut, the pool gradually dissipates heat, and 

more power than usual is needed to get the pool back to 

normal temperature after reconnection. An example of a 

load without rebound effect is electric lighting. Even if the 

light is reduced or switched off, there is no need for in-

creasing the light level above nominal in the future when 

the standard power supply returns. 

FLEXIBILITY INTERVALS 

Flexibility of a single device 

Curtailable generation 

A collection of wind generators, numbered from 1 to 券弔 

would be a good example of curtailable generators to keep 

in mind in this section. In the following, 1 判 訣 判 券弔. 

The inflow power of generator 訣 at time step 建, denoted as 鶏直,痛in , is converted by the generator to the actual power out-

put 鶏直,痛out, which can never exceed the maximum power out-

put 鶏直max or 鶏直,痛in . The operational interval 頚直,痛 is defined as 

the interval that 鶏直,痛out must be within, because of physical 

constraints. Although it is expected that the baseline power 鶏直,痛base, obtained from the previous (day-ahead, intra-day) 

market clearing, would normally be inside 頚直,痛, instances 

when this is not true may arise, e.g. if the wind speed is 

much lower than what was predicted when submitting of-

fers in the previous market. 

Fig. 1 shows three different situations that could arise for 

a curtailable generator: 

a) The case in which the inflow is larger than the maxi-

mum output of the generator. The operational interval 

is then 頚直,痛 = [0, 鶏直max] and the baseline lies inside it. 

b) The case in which the baseline is lower than the inflow, 

and both inflow and the baseline are lower than the 

maximum output. Then, the operational interval is 頚直,痛 = [0, 鶏直,痛in ] with the baseline inside the interval. 

c) The case in which the inflow power is lower than the 

baseline, so the operational interval is 頚直,痛 = [0, 鶏直,痛in ]. 

Here, the baseline is outside the operational interval. 

 
Fig. 1 All possible combinations of baseline and inピlow┻ Operational intervals 頚直,痛 are shaded blue┻ 
The operational interval of the device needs to be defined 

in order to incorporate all three cases, namely 

 頚直,痛 = [0, min(鶏直max, 鶏直,痛in )]. (1) 

It is also necessary to take into account that the power out-

put of the generator may not be able to change arbitrarily 

from one time step to the next, and therefore ramping con-

straints need to be defined: 

 鶏直ramp,貸 判 鶏直,痛out 伐 鶏直,痛貸怠out 判 鶏直ramp,袋
, (2) 

where 鶏直ramp,貸 判 0 and 鶏直ramp,袋 半 0. By incorporating the 

ramping constraints, the operational interval becomes: 

 
頚直,痛 = [max(0, 鶏直,痛貸怠out + 鶏直ramp,貸

),               

              min(鶏直max, 鶏直,痛in , 鶏直,痛貸怠out + 鶏直ramp,袋
)].

 (3) 

If generators wish to participate in the provision of flexi-

bility via curtailment, the operational interval needs to take 

into consideration the baseline generation 鶏直,痛base from the 

previous market. Therefore, the flexibility interval, i.e. the 

operational interval relative to 鶏直,痛base, can be defined as: 

 
繋直,痛 = [max(0, 鶏直,痛貸怠out + 鶏直ramp,貸

) 伐 鶏直,痛base,                  

              min(鶏直鱈叩淡, 鶏直,痛辿樽 , 鶏直,痛貸怠誰探担 + 鶏直嘆叩鱈丹,袋
) 伐 鶏直,痛但叩坦奪].

  (4) 

To distinguish between flexibility provided via increased  

and decreased generation levels, upward and downward 

flexibility intervals 繋直,痛袋  and 繋直,痛貸  are defined as the closed 

subintervals of 繋直,痛 that lie above and below zero, respec-

tively. Zero corresponds to the baseline power. This means 

that the upward and downward flexibility intervals consist 

of all the physically realizable power output values relative 

to the baseline. Note that one of the intervals will become 

empty if the baseline is not physically realizable. 

If 0 樺 繋直,痛, i.e. if the baseline is physically attainable, the 

upward and downward flexibilities can be defined as the 

maximum possible deviation from the baseline in each di-

rection: 

 
鶏直,痛flex,袋

= min(鶏直max, 鶏直,痛in , 鶏直,痛貸怠out + 鶏直ramp,袋
) 伐 鶏直,痛base,鶏直,痛flex,貸

= max(0, 鶏直,痛貸怠out + 鶏直ramp,貸
) 伐 鶏直,痛base.

  
(5) 

(6) 

The upward flexibility is positive, and the downward flex-

ibility is negative. Conversely, if 0 鞄 繋直,痛, i.e. if the base-

line is not physically attainable, 鶏直,痛ピlex,袋
 and 鶏直,痛ピlex,貸

 will both 

become either positive or negative, which does not make 

sense when talking about upward and downward flexibili-

ties. Thus, in this case, upward and downward flexibilities 

are not defined, and are excluded from the possible solu-

tion. The upward and downward flexibility intervals are 

still valid, though. 

Sheddable loads 

The loads are numbered in the same way as for the gener-

ators, 1 判 穴 判 券帖, where 券帖 is the total number of loads. 

Two different viewpoints are presented in this section. The 

first one, called the external viewpoint, is the most natural 

one when considering the input data and is denoted by hat-

ted variables. For example, the maximum power consump-

tion of a load is a positive number denoted by 鶏侮鳥max. The 

b) 

c) 

a) 

鶏直,痛base 鶏直,痛in  

鶏直,痛in  鶏直,痛base 

鶏直,痛in  鶏直,痛base 鶏直max 0 
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second viewpoint, called the internal viewpoint, has a dif-

ferent sign convention, and is employed internally in cal-

culations. Here, the maximum power consumption of a 

load is a negative number denoted by 鶏鳥min = 伐鶏侮鳥max. Sim-

ilarly, the minimum power consumption is denoted by 鶏鳥max = 伐鶏侮鳥min. The internal viewpoint is necessary in or-

der to construct a unified device model that combines gen-

eration and consumption, as in the next section. 

For loads, the key power variable is the power consump-

tion 鶏侮鳥,痛con, which is defined as the amount of power that the 

load draws from the grid. In the internal viewpoint, loads 

are treated in the same way as generators, so they also have 

a power output 鶏鳥,痛out, but since loads consume power from 

the grid instead of supplying it, this number is negative, 鶏鳥,痛out = 伐鶏侮鳥,痛con. This mean that for load 穴 at time step 建, 

both power output 鶏鳥,痛out and baseline 鶏鳥,痛base = 伐鶏侮鳥,痛base be-

come non-positive. 

Operational and flexibility intervals are defined for loads 

only for the internal viewpoint. The external viewpoint is 

considered as a translation layer between the input data and 

the internal variables. 

A single sheddable load with baseline 鶏鳥,痛base < 0, maxi-

mum power consumption 鶏鳥min, and minimum power con-

sumption 鶏鳥max is considered. Being in line with the nota-

tion used in the previous section used for generation, the 

operational interval for load 穴 and time 建 becomes 

 
頚鳥,痛 = [max(鶏鳥min, 鶏鳥,痛貸怠out + 鶏鳥ramp,貸

),  

              min(鶏鳥max, 鶏鳥,痛貸怠out + 鶏鳥ramp,袋
)],

 (7) 

and the flexibility interval becomes 

 
繋鳥,痛 = [max(鶏鳥min, 鶏鳥,痛貸怠out + 鶏鳥ramp,貸

) 伐 鶏鳥,痛base,  

              min(鶏鳥max, 鶏鳥,痛貸怠out + 鶏鳥ramp,袋
) 伐 鶏鳥,痛base].

 (8) 

Note that downward and upward ramping constraints rep-

resent the maximum load pick-up and drop-off rates. 

For loads, the baseline is always inside the operational in-

terval, so the upward and downward flexibilities, i.e. de-

creased and increased consumption, can be defined as 

 
鶏鳥,痛flex,袋

= min(鶏鳥max, 鶏鳥,痛貸怠out + 鶏鳥ramp,袋
) 伐 鶏鳥,痛base,鶏鳥,痛flex,貸

= max(鶏鳥min, 鶏鳥,痛貸怠out + 鶏鳥ramp,貸
) 伐 鶏鳥,痛base.

 
(9) 

(10) 

Unified model 

Curtailable generators and sheddable loads can be com-

bined into a single unified power device model, by using 

negative values for power output when electricity is con-

sumed by the device, and positive values when it is sup-

plied by the device. 

In the same way as in the previous two sections, the oper-

ational interval can be defined, which for a device 堅, and 

time 建 becomes 

 
頚追,痛 = [max(鶏追min, 鶏追,痛貸怠out + 鶏追ramp,貸

) ,        

               min(鶏追max, 鶏追,痛in , 鶏追,痛貸怠out + 鶏追ramp,袋
)].

 (11) 

This covers both generators and loads by simply setting 

either 鶏追min or 鶏追in to zero. The flexibility interval becomes 

 
繋追,痛 = [max(鶏追min, 鶏追,痛貸怠out + 鶏追ramp,貸

) 伐 鶏追,痛base,         

              min(鶏追max, 鶏追,痛in , 鶏追,痛貸怠out + 鶏追ramp,袋
) 伐 鶏追,痛base].

 (12) 

If 鶏追,痛base 樺 頚追,痛, the upward and downward flexibilities can 

be calculated as 

 
鶏追,痛ピlex,袋

= min(鶏追max, 鶏追,痛in , 鶏追,痛貸怠out + 鶏追ramp,袋
) 伐 鶏追,痛base,鶏追,痛ピlex,貸

= max(鶏追min, 鶏追,痛貸怠out + 鶏追ramp,貸
) 伐 鶏追,痛base.

 
(13) 

(14) 

Fig. 2 shows an example based on a unified model device 

and shows all possible operational intervals for several 

time steps simultaneously. The intervals are combined into 

a single operational envelope shown as a blue shaded area. 

 
Fig. 2 Operational envelope of a single unified device. 

Any path for 鶏追,痛out, which respects the ramping constraints 

and is inside the operational envelope, can be offered on 

the market. The operational envelope does not always ex-

tend all the way out to 鶏追min and min(鶏追max, 鶏追,痛in ). This is 

because the ramping constraints restrict the minimum and 

maximum slope of the envelope edges. There is also a sit-

uation where the upward flexibility interval becomes the 

empty set, when 鶏追,痛in  passes below 鶏追,痛base, and in the first 

step, when the upper ramping constraint excludes 鶏追,痛base 

from the operational interval. In time step 5, the upward 

and downward flexibilities for an arbitrarily chosen value 

for 鶏追,替out are illustrated. Here, the ramping constraints (a 

green triangle) restrict the possible values for 鶏追,泰out. 

Flexibility of aggregated devices 

It is assumed that all the devices that are aggregated can be 

described using the unified model defined in the previous 

section. Consider 券眺 such devices, i.e. 堅 = 1, � , 券眺, at 

time interval 建, and each of them having operational inter-

val 頚追,痛 = [鶏追,痛lo , 鶏追,痛hi ]. The aggregated operational inter-

val 頚agg,痛  combines the operational intervals of all the de-

vices and can be considered as the total range of power 

output that the devices can deliver/absorb together, 

 頚agg,痛 = 範鶏agg,痛lo , 鶏agg,痛hi 飯 = 釆布 鶏追,痛lo
津馴追退怠 , 布 鶏追,痛hi

津馴追退怠 挽. (15) 

鶏追max 

鶏追min 

鶏追,痛in  鶏追,痛base 

Operational envelope 

建 

鶏 

Upper ramp-

ing constraint 

Lower ramp-

ing constraint 

2 1 3 4 5 6 7 

鶏追,泰ピlex,袋
 伐鶏追,泰ピlex,貸

 
鶏追,替out 
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An aggregated operational envelope can be constructed 

just as in the previous section. 

The aggregated baseline 鶏agg,痛base = デ 鶏追,痛base津馴追退怠  can be either 

inside or outside the aggregated operational interval. For 

the case where 鶏agg,痛base 樺 頚agg,痛, the upward and downward 

aggregated flexibilities can be calculated: 

 鶏agg,痛ピlex,袋
= 鶏agg,痛hi 伐 鶏agg,痛base , 鶏agg,痛ピlex,貸

= 鶏agg,痛lo 伐 鶏agg,痛base. (16) 

FLEXIBILITY COST 

Flexibility cost of curtailable generation 

A curtailable generator's flexibility cost equals the cost of 

adjusting the output from the level decided in the previous 

market, 鶏直,痛base, to the output of the current market, 鶏直,痛out. The 

difference between these output levels is the activated flex-

ibility 鶏直,痛ピlex = 鶏直,痛out� 鶏直,痛base, i.e. 鶏直,痛ピlex is in the flexibility in-

terval 繋直,痛  (see (4)). 

The flexibility cost consists of two components, namely 

the costs and the income for the generator. In this phase of 

the modelling, it is assumed that the income is defined by 

the subsidies, while the costs are given by the O&M costs. 

In addition, there is a cost attached to additional aging, i.e. 

wear and tear of generators caused by rapid changes in the 

output. While values that measure these might not be 

widely available now, there are investigations regarding 

the wind turbine fatigue life assessment due to various op-

erational strategies [6]. 

The value per unit of energy is denoted by 膏, with different 

subscripts according to which cost or income it signifies. 

When changing the planned production from 鶏直,痛base to 鶏直,痛out, 

of generator 訣 at time step 建 (which lasts for a period of つ建), the extra O&M cost is 潔直,痛O┃M = 膏直O┃M鶏直,痛ピlexつ建, and the 

extra subsidy income is 件直,痛sub = 膏直,痛sub鶏直,痛ピlexつ建. Thus, the gen-

erator must pay for the extra expense 潔直,痛O┃M 伐 件直,痛sub. The 

generator potentially also has to endure extra wear and tear 

because of rapid changes in output. The cost per unit of 

power is called flexibility aging, denoted by 膏直age
. It is as-

sumed that the previous market had a coarser granularity, 

which smooths out rapid changes, so that flexibility aging 

cost only applies to the current market. The flexibility ag-

ing cost for time step 建 is 膏直age
|鶏直,痛out 伐 鶏直,痛貸怠out |. This formula 

is problematic, because it depends on two different time 

steps, and constructing a bid incorporating this is difficult. 

To avoid this problem, 鶏直,痛貸怠out  will be approximated by a 

value that is known from beforehand. It is reasonable to 

assume that the most likely value for the output is that no 

curtailment is active, so 鶏直,痛貸怠out  can be approximated as 

 鶏直,痛貸怠out 蛤 鶏直,痛貸怠hi = min(鶏直max, 鶏直,痛貸怠in ). (17) 鶏直max is known, and 鶏直,痛貸怠in  is estimated from weather data, 

resulting in the approximate flexibility aging cost 

 
潔直,痛age

= 膏直age
|鶏直,痛out 伐 鶏直,痛貸怠hi |

= 膏直age
|鶏直,痛ピlex + 鶏直,痛base 伐 鶏直,痛貸怠hi |.

 (18) 

In total, the flexibility cost 潔直,痛ピlex of generator 訣 at time step 建 is equal to the costs minus the income: 

 

潔直,痛ピlex = 潔直,痛O┃M 伐 件直,痛sub + 潔直,痛age

= 膏直O┃M鶏直,痛ピlexッ建 伐 膏直,痛sub鶏直,痛ピlexッ建
+ 膏直age

|鶏直,痛ピlex + 鶏直,痛base 伐 鶏直,痛貸怠hi |.

  (19) 

The marginal flexibility cost then becomes 

 

膏直,痛ピlex =
d潔直,痛ピlex

d(鶏直,痛ピlexッ建)
=

1ッ建 d潔直,痛ピlex
d鶏直,痛ピlex = 膏直O┃M 伐 膏直,痛sub

+ 膏直age sign(鶏直,痛ピlex + 鶏直,痛base 伐 鶏直,痛貸怠hi )ッ建 .

 (20) 

Flexibility cost of load shedding 

Recall that a load is represented with a negative power out-

put, 鶏鳥,痛out < 0. When the output changes from 鶏鳥,痛base to 鶏鳥,痛out, 

i.e. a flexibility of 鶏鳥,痛ピlex = 鶏鳥,痛out 伐 鶏鳥,痛base is activated, the 

change in revenue of production, services, customers, etc. 

is 件鳥,痛嘆奪旦 = 伐膏鳥,痛嘆奪旦鶏鳥,痛ピ狸奪淡ッ建, and the change in discomfort cost, 

which depends on the difference between the demand 鶏鳥,痛d  

and the actual planned power output 鶏鳥,痛out, is 

 
潔鳥,痛辰辿坦 = 膏鳥,痛辰辿坦(鶏鳥,痛誰探担 伐 鶏鳥,痛d 伐 (鶏鳥,痛但叩坦奪 伐 鶏鳥,痛d, base))ッ建

= 膏鳥,痛辰辿坦(鶏鳥,痛ピ狸奪淡 伐 鶏鳥,痛d + 鶏鳥,痛d, base)ッ建.
 (21) 

In total, the flexibility cost 潔鳥,痛ピlex of load 穴 at time step 建 is 

equal to the total additional costs for the load: 

 
潔鳥,痛ピlex = (膏鳥,痛dis + 膏鳥,痛rev)鶏鳥,痛ピ狸奪淡ッ建

+ 膏鳥,痛dis (伐鶏鳥,痛d  + 鶏鳥,痛d, base)ッ建.
 (22) 

The marginal flexibility cost then becomes 

 膏鳥,痛ピlex = 膏鳥,痛dis + 膏鳥,痛rev. (23) 

Flexibility cost of unified model 

Curtailable generators and sheddable loads can be com-

bined into a single power device model, by using negative 

values for power output when electricity is consumed by 

the device, and positive values when it is supplied by the 

device. The flexibility cost can be combined into down-

ward and upward flexibility costs of the unified model. 

Let the number of unified devices be 券眺. Then each unified 

device can be assigned a number 堅 樺 迎 = {1,2, � , 券眺}. 

Two disjoint subsets of 迎 are defined, namely the set of 

curtailable generators 罫 稀 迎, and the set of sheddable 

loads 経 稀 迎. There may be unified devices which fall out-

side 罫 and 経, but which are nevertheless captured by the 

unified model. 
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After combining marginal flexibility costs of curtailable 

generation and load shedding, i.e. equations (20) and (23), 

the marginal flexibility cost of the unified device, 堅, is: 

 

膏追,痛ピlex = 膏追O┃M 伐 膏追,痛sub + 膏追,痛dis + 膏追,痛rev
+ 膏追age sign(鶏追,痛ピlex + 鶏追,痛base 伐 鶏追,痛貸怠hi )ッ建 ,

 (24) 

For a curtailable generator 堅 樺 罫, it is natural to set 膏追,痛rev =膏追,痛dis = 0. Conversely, for a sheddable load, it is natural to 

set 膏追,痛sub = 膏追O┃M = 膏追age
= 0. With these choices, curtaila-

ble generators and sheddable loads are obtained as special 

cases for the unified model. If 膏追age 塙 0, then 膏追,痛ピlex takes two 

different values, depending on the sign of 鶏追,痛ピlex. 

BIDDING STRATEGY 

From (24), there are two possible values for the marginal 

flexibility cost. Which of the two levels is selected depends 

on the sign of 鶏追,痛ピlex + 鶏追,痛base 伐 鶏追,痛貸怠hi = 鶏追,痛out 伐 鶏追,痛貸怠hi . If the 

output at time 建 is higher than the maximum possible out-

put at time 建 伐 1, the upper marginal flexibility cost is cho-

sen, and otherwise, the lower cost is chosen: 膏追,痛ピlex
= 菌芹

緊膏追O┃M 伐 膏追,痛sub + 膏追,痛dis + 膏追,痛rev +
膏追ageッ建 ,  鶏追,痛out > 鶏直,痛貸怠hi ,膏追O┃M 伐 膏追,痛sub + 膏追,痛dis + 膏追,痛rev 伐 膏追ageッ建 ,  鶏追,痛out < 鶏直,痛貸怠hi .

 
(25) 

Let the largest of these be denoted by 膏追,痛袋 , and the smallest 

by 膏追,痛貸 . Of course, if 膏追age
= 0, then 膏追,痛袋 = 膏追,痛貸 . 

Three cases are shown in Fig. 3; either 鶏直,痛貸怠hi  is inside the 

operational interval 頚追,痛 = [鶏追,痛lo , 鶏追,痛hi ], it is above or below. 

 
Fig. 3 Bid functions of a single unified device. Note that 鶏追,痛base can be 

anywhere on the horizontal axis. 

Horizontal summation [7] of the bid functions (shifted, so 

that 鶏追,痛base corresponds to zero, giving 鶏追,痛ピlex on the horizon-

tal axis) is used to generate an aggregated bid function. Af-

ter the market algorithm has determined prices and power 

levels, disaggregation is applied to obtain 鶏追,痛ピlex for each de-

vice. 

Example 

In this example, two devices are aggregated, and the ag-

gregated bid function is calculated for a single time step 建. 

Then a price level is decided by the market, and disaggre-

gation is performed. The bid functions of a generator (1) 

and a load (2) are shown in Fig. 4. By horizontal summa-

tion, where the left-hand and right-hand sides are aggre-

gated separately, the aggregated bid function (3) becomes 

as shown. As an example of disaggregation, consider the 

situation where the market decides on a price 膏 that satis-

fies 膏怠,痛貸 < 膏 < 膏怠,痛袋 . From the two bid functions (1) and 

(2), it can be seen that at this price level, both activated 

flexibilities are negative. 

 
Fig. 4 Generator (1), load (2) and (3, bottom) aggregated bid functions. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the aggregation/disaggregation pro-

cess for curtailable generation and sheddable loads via a 

unified device model. It also defines the bidding strategy 

in order to generate the provision of the flexibility of active 

power through market bids. Application of the new aggre-

gation algorithms is expected to involve broader groups of 

flexible loads into market-based trade of resources for the 

ancillary services, which in turn will contribute to accom-

modation of renewable energy sources into the power sys-

tem and thus meeting the overall European environmental 

goals. 
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